
 

  
Abstract—The objective of this paper is to present

study of the convectors that are used for heating or cooling of the 
living room or industrial halls. The key points are experimental 
measurement and comprehensive numerical simulation of the flow 
coming throughout the part of the convector such as heat exchanger, 
input from the fan etc.. From the obtained results, the components
the convector are optimized in sense to increase thermal power 
efficiency due to improvement of heat convection or reduction of air 
drag friction. Both optimized aspects are leading to the more 
effective service conditions and to energy saving. The sig
of the convector research is a design of the unique measurement 
laboratory and adopting measure techniques. The new laboratory 
provides possibility to measure thermal power efficiency and other 
relevant parameters under specific service condi
convectors. 
 

Keywords—Heating, cooling, floor convectors, large eddy 
simulation, measurement techniques.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE objective of the paper is to introduce techniques and 
methods including new constructed labs used for 

measurement of the heating/cooling power of the indoor 
convectors. Convectors are a facility located directly in the 
floor or at the vertical walls and widely used for heating or 
cooling of the air inside the living rooms or halls. The quality 
of the room ventilation and determination of the appropriate 
temperature stratification is popular and widely investigated 
topic in the house architecture. The energy efficiency and 
thermal comfort l iving has been a subject of the research for 
instance in [1]. The basic idea is to find a balance between 
thermal comfort condition and energy consumption in the 
living room in respect to the type of the heating system.  In 
case of the convectors, principally, there are two different 
convector type based on the physical point of view. Firs
is a convector that is adopting a natural convection. 
Advantageous of such facilities is relatively simple 
construction, less materials and no fans required for operation. 
Disadvantageous are higher demand on the air flow 
optimization in order to reduce aerodynamics drag and so 
improve the thermal efficiency. Despite of the huge effort to 
improve flow conditions and the thermal efficiency, the final 
thermal power stays relatively low. The second type of the 
convector uses a fan for air circulation so 
convection.  
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It is well known that this technical solution is much more 

effective. In generally forced convection provides better 
parameters for heat convection and reduces the sensitivity on 
the aerodynamics drag inside of the heat exchanger. 
hand fans are mostly a source of the noise pollution, increase 
the energy consumption, need the electricity for power and 
increase the price of the final products. 
research is to optimize the heat and mass transfer inside of
convectors of the both type and so increase the heat efficiency 
or cooling effectiveness. 

Fig. 1 The convector located above the floor (above) and a view into 
the convector located mostly directly in the floor (below).

 
Because of the low temperatur

cooling then in the heating regime, the cooling regime is more 
relevant for optimization of the convectors. Optimized 
convectors are provided by partner 
belongs to the famous company produced such facili
Czech Republic.  

Fig. 1 shows a measured convector mostly located above 
the floor and the figure at right side shows floor convector and 
its components.  

In order to optimize an existing convectors or even to 
design a new concept, the properly m
heating and cooling power efficiency is required. 

It is well known that this technical solution is much more 
effective. In generally forced convection provides better 
parameters for heat convection and reduces the sensitivity on 
the aerodynamics drag inside of the heat exchanger. On other 
hand fans are mostly a source of the noise pollution, increase 
the energy consumption, need the electricity for power and 
increase the price of the final products. The basic idea of our 
research is to optimize the heat and mass transfer inside of the 
convectors of the both type and so increase the heat efficiency 

 

 
The convector located above the floor (above) and a view into 

the convector located mostly directly in the floor (below). 

Because of the low temperature differences appeared in the 
cooling then in the heating regime, the cooling regime is more 
relevant for optimization of the convectors. Optimized 
convectors are provided by partner LICON Heat s.r.o. that 
belongs to the famous company produced such facilities in the 

Fig. 1 shows a measured convector mostly located above 
the floor and the figure at right side shows floor convector and 

In order to optimize an existing convectors or even to 
design a new concept, the properly measurement of the 
heating and cooling power efficiency is required.  
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Besides that, the velocity profiles in the inlet or outlet of the 
convectors will be measured, impact of the exhausted air on 
the flow inside of the controlled room will be simulated and 
flow structures will be visualized using appropriate 
visualization techniques. Such results help to identified 
important processes and to determine their effect on the 
thermal power efficiency from the global point of view. In 
previous publications a lot of paper dealt with an effect of the 
specific conditions (wall, roughness of walls, locations of the 
heater panel, emissivity of the materials etc.) on the heating 
effectiveness and intensity of the heating system. 
has been investigated experimentally and numerically and the 
appropriate combination of the parameters has been found 
which leading significantly to increase of the heat transfer and 
simultaneously heat output from the radiator to the room
In our paper, we followed the same idea h
effectiveness of the heating/cooling convectors and 
simultaneously to increase the efficiency of the heating or 
cooling, and therefore, reduce the energy consumption. 

The paper is organized as follows: section II
design for the experimental investigation and measurement 
techniques preferred for experimental investigations. The 
section III contains important results of the numerical 
simulation and studies of the flow behavior inside of the heat 
exchanger located inside of the convectors. Section VI
summarizes significant results and consequences.  

II. LABORATORY AND MEASUREMENT 

The laboratory is composed from the controlled room 
bounded by the thermal isolated artificial walls. The controlled 
room is opened so that the top and one side of the room is 
opened the rest is covered by walls. One wall is cooled 
representing an effect of the cooled window. 
setup used for the measurement is shown in Fig.
measurement of the heating power, the convector no.
connected to the electrically heated boiler 
achieve a stable temperature output the boiler is s
the autotransformer no.1. This allows regulating
input power of the boiler according to the output heating 
power of the convector. In cooling regime the convector 
is connected to the cool water reservoir 
supplied by chillier no.3.  As the chillier has only switch of/on 
regulation, the cool water reservoir has a separate circuit 
which is heated by separate electric heater regulated via 
autotransformer. The temperature difference on the inlet and 
the outlet is measured via three thermocouples (each). Two 
thermocouples in each group are used for the measurement.
The taken temperature is the closer va
thermocouple value. The mass flow is measu
induction flow meter no.6 with error under 1.25% in range 
from 0.1 to 10 l/min. The thermocouples and the flow meter 
are connected to the computer via CompactRio data 
acquisition system and monitored in real time by LabView 
software. 

 

Besides that, the velocity profiles in the inlet or outlet of the 
convectors will be measured, impact of the exhausted air on 
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low structures will be visualized using appropriate 
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cooling, and therefore, reduce the energy consumption.  

ection II reveals lab 
the experimental investigation and measurement 

techniques preferred for experimental investigations. The 
section III contains important results of the numerical 
simulation and studies of the flow behavior inside of the heat 

convectors. Section VI 
summarizes significant results and consequences.   

EASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

The laboratory is composed from the controlled room 
bounded by the thermal isolated artificial walls. The controlled 

top and one side of the room is 
opened the rest is covered by walls. One wall is cooled 
representing an effect of the cooled window. Experimental 

e measurement is shown in Fig. 2. For the 
, the convector no. 5 is 

connected to the electrically heated boiler no.2. In order to 
achieve a stable temperature output the boiler is supplied by 

regulating the electric 
input power of the boiler according to the output heating 

In cooling regime the convector no. 5 
is connected to the cool water reservoir no.4, which is 

3.  As the chillier has only switch of/on 
regulation, the cool water reservoir has a separate circuit 

separate electric heater regulated via 
The temperature difference on the inlet and 

the outlet is measured via three thermocouples (each). Two 
thermocouples in each group are used for the measurement. 
The taken temperature is the closer value to the third 
thermocouple value. The mass flow is measured using 

6 with error under 1.25% in range 
from 0.1 to 10 l/min. The thermocouples and the flow meter 
are connected to the computer via CompactRio data 

nd monitored in real time by LabView 

Fig. 2 Sketch of the laboratory

Fig. 3 shows a cooling wall that has been installed because 
of a simulation of the effect of the cooled window on the 
temperature stratification above the convector. Logicall
can be assumed that the temperature stratification in the some 
part of the controlled space can affect a power heat efficiency 
of the convectors so this effect has to be taken into account for 
experiment as well. From the measurement of the temperatu
at inflow and outflow and flow rate at the side of the supplied 
water, the heat power intensity of the convector can be 
determined calculating an equation expressed as follows
 

�� � �� �

 
where ṁ is a flow rate in kg/s, 

water for a constant pressure and 
difference. 

 
Sketch of the laboratory 

Fig. 3 shows a cooling wall that has been installed because 
of a simulation of the effect of the cooled window on the 
temperature stratification above the convector. Logically, it 
can be assumed that the temperature stratification in the some 
part of the controlled space can affect a power heat efficiency 
of the convectors so this effect has to be taken into account for 
experiment as well. From the measurement of the temperature 
at inflow and outflow and flow rate at the side of the supplied 
water, the heat power intensity of the convector can be 
determined calculating an equation expressed as follows 

� � �� ∆	                                        (1) 

rate in kg/s, Cp is a heat capacity of the 

water for a constant pressure and ∆t is a temperature 
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Fig. 3 Cooling wall and the measured convectors
 

Values such as flow rate or temperatures must be measured 
with an appropriate accuracy in order to reach realistic results. 
Notes, during the measurement, no water condensation is 
assumed.  

In some particular case it is helpful to look at a snapshot of
flow and vortex structures created at air inflow or 
of the convectors.  
 

Fig. 4 Visualization of the flow structures at in
 

For the visualization of the flow inside and outside the 
convector a smoke generator is used. The investigated area is 
illuminated by the continuous-wave laser with 
of 532 nm. The circular laser beam is transformed through a 
cylindrical lens to a sheet of light. The images are taken by 
common CCD camera or high speed CCD camera (Redlake 
motion Pro X3) allowing double frame mode. 

 

 
convectors situated in the floor 

Values such as flow rate or temperatures must be measured 
h an appropriate accuracy in order to reach realistic results. 

Notes, during the measurement, no water condensation is 

ar case it is helpful to look at a snapshot of 
inflow or air outflow 

 
Visualization of the flow structures at in- and outflow 

For the visualization of the flow inside and outside the 
convector a smoke generator is used. The investigated area is 

wave laser with the wavelength 
of 532 nm. The circular laser beam is transformed through a 

The images are taken by 
common CCD camera or high speed CCD camera (Redlake 
motion Pro X3) allowing double frame mode.  

The results from the visual
using PIV algorithms to obtain the velocity field.
scale vortex structures are forming at the inflow of the 
convectors, however, at the outflow, the air stream is 
composed by a huge number of the small structures. 
at output is more intensified containing developed more or less 
homogeneous turbulent flow. The flow visualization can 
indicate as well, that no air bypass between incoming and 
leaving air stream exist. In many constructions, this matter 
must be checked in order to prevent the loss of the energy. 
 

Fig. 5 Noise power spectra measured close to the fan
 

Fig. 5 depicts a noise measurement carried out using Briel 
and Kjaer sound level meter. At a first glance, no dominate 
frequency can be identified and produced noise level is laying 
under desirable averaged value that is prescribed about 40dB. 
From the analyses of the noise generation spectrum
aeroacustic sound (loss of the air stream flow energy) and 
other noise type can be identified. The convector
mostly in the living room or even room reserved for sleeping 
or relaxing so existence of the permanent noise disturbance is 
improper.  

 

Fig. 6 Sketch of the fan with measured grid points
 

For a purpose of the numerical simulation, the corre
boundary conditions must be set up especially for the inlet. To 
avoid a big complexity of the numerical simulation in case of 
the fan simulation, the flow velocity profile from the fan is 
measured and results are used directly as an inlet boundary 
condition for flow simulation. 

The results from the visualization can be then elaborated 
using PIV algorithms to obtain the velocity field. The large 
scale vortex structures are forming at the inflow of the 
convectors, however, at the outflow, the air stream is 
composed by a huge number of the small structures. The flow 
at output is more intensified containing developed more or less 
homogeneous turbulent flow. The flow visualization can 
indicate as well, that no air bypass between incoming and 
leaving air stream exist. In many constructions, this matter 

hecked in order to prevent the loss of the energy.  

 
Noise power spectra measured close to the fan 

5 depicts a noise measurement carried out using Briel 
and Kjaer sound level meter. At a first glance, no dominate 

and produced noise level is laying 
under desirable averaged value that is prescribed about 40dB. 

of the noise generation spectrum 
aeroacustic sound (loss of the air stream flow energy) and 
other noise type can be identified. The convectors are serviced 
mostly in the living room or even room reserved for sleeping 
or relaxing so existence of the permanent noise disturbance is 

 
Sketch of the fan with measured grid points 

For a purpose of the numerical simulation, the correct 
boundary conditions must be set up especially for the inlet. To 
avoid a big complexity of the numerical simulation in case of 
the fan simulation, the flow velocity profile from the fan is 
measured and results are used directly as an inlet boundary 

tion for flow simulation.  
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In the real system the flow in the suction of the ventilator 
influences conditions on the ventilator inlet, which is not 
considered in this case. 

Fig. 6 shows a fan used for force air ventilation and a grid 
with points at which the normal time-averaged velocities have 
been measured. 
 

Fig. 7 Example of the measured velocity profile used later as a 
definition of the boundary condition

 
 

Fig. 8 The flow pattern at outlet 
 

Fig. 7 illustrates a velocity profile representi
starting from 14 up to 26. The velocity profile was measured 
using thermo anemometric probe connected to a data logger. 
The probe was traversed along the grid shown in the Fig. 6.  

Fig. 8 presents results of the input and output flow above a 
floor convector measured using PIV technique
pattern on the inlet (above) is influenced by the suction into 
the inlet flow (below). 

 

the real system the flow in the suction of the ventilator 
influences conditions on the ventilator inlet, which is not 

6 shows a fan used for force air ventilation and a grid 
averaged velocities have 

 
Example of the measured velocity profile used later as a 

definition of the boundary condition 

 

 
 and inlet 

Fig. 7 illustrates a velocity profile representing by points 
starting from 14 up to 26. The velocity profile was measured 
using thermo anemometric probe connected to a data logger. 
The probe was traversed along the grid shown in the Fig. 6.   

presents results of the input and output flow above a 
measured using PIV technique. The flow 

pattern on the inlet (above) is influenced by the suction into 

III.  MATH  NUMERICAL 

Numerical simulation has been carried out using 
commercial computational code ANSYS. The si
been considered as a three
flow. The computational grid has been composed by 
hexahedral type elements with grid refinement at the wall of 
the tubes. Fig. 9 illustrates a global computational grid and 
detailed view on the grid resolution inside of the heat 
exchanger.  

The computational grid and its resolution have been studied 
in order to avoid a dependency between grid resolution and 
numerical results. 

 

Fig. 9 The global computational grid and local zoom of th
to the walls.

 
The inlet conditions have been set up based on the 

experimentally measured velocity profiles created behind the 
fan. Temperature distribution at the t
at the constant value given by real temperature of t
or heating supplied water, particularly 9
is captured by Large Eddy Simulation with 
model based on the Smagorinsky approach
approach has been successfully used in the past for 
applications for instance in [4]. The total thermal p
calculated from (1), where the temperature difference between 
input and output at the air side is taken from the numerical 
simulation of the time-averaged temperature field. The flow 
rate is calculated directly by commercial code ANSYS and it 
is simultaneously used as a checking of the balance between 
input and output air mass. As in experimental Studies, no 
water condensation or other phase changes are not assumed. 

Fig. 10 shows a time-averaged veloc
vector fields and a time-averaged temperature distribution in 
the whole convector. The first result interpretation can reveal 
qualitatively the intensity of the flow past tubes. In practice, 
the aim of the simulation is to ensure t
confronted at maximal surface size with 
to reach the best heat convection parameter. 

UMERICAL RESULTS 

Numerical simulation has been carried out using 
commercial computational code ANSYS. The simulation has 
been considered as a three-dimensional unsteady turbulent 
flow. The computational grid has been composed by 
hexahedral type elements with grid refinement at the wall of 

illustrates a global computational grid and 
w on the grid resolution inside of the heat 

The computational grid and its resolution have been studied 
in order to avoid a dependency between grid resolution and 

 
Fig. 9 The global computational grid and local zoom of the grid close 

to the walls. 

The inlet conditions have been set up based on the 
experimentally measured velocity profiles created behind the 

emperature distribution at the tube walls has to be fixed 
at the constant value given by real temperature of the cooling 

, particularly 9°C. The turbulent flow 
is captured by Large Eddy Simulation with subgrid-scale 
model based on the Smagorinsky approach [3]. This turbulent 
approach has been successfully used in the past for similar 

cations for instance in [4]. The total thermal power is 
(1), where the temperature difference between 

input and output at the air side is taken from the numerical 
averaged temperature field. The flow 

d directly by commercial code ANSYS and it 
is simultaneously used as a checking of the balance between 
input and output air mass. As in experimental Studies, no 
water condensation or other phase changes are not assumed.  

averaged velocity field depicted using 
averaged temperature distribution in 

The first result interpretation can reveal 
qualitatively the intensity of the flow past tubes. In practice, 
he aim of the simulation is to ensure that all tubes will be 

confronted at maximal surface size with the air flow in order 
the best heat convection parameter.  
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Fig. 10 The time-averaged velocity field and temperature distributio
inside of the heat convectors

 

Furthermore, the temperature distribution can reveal 
information about the intensity of the heat exchange in other 
words, the effectiveness of the heat transport from the cooled 
or heated tubes to the cooled or heated air.
particularly observed evidently by color intensity at the air 
outflow. Large size of the colors associated to the lower 
temperature reveals cooler air temperature and so more 
intensified heat transfer. 

In case of the velocity filed, the particular attenti
focused on the space below the heat exchanger in which the 
strong vortices are created affecting the redistribution of the 
air flow entering into the heat exchanger. 

In order to control such flow, the spoiler is used to control 
partially the intensity and direction of the incoming air f
the fan.  

IV.  CONCLUSION 

This paper presented methods and approaches used for 
investigation of the heating or cooling convectors. Obtained 
results such as total thermal power and effectiveness, noise 
level measurement, vortex structure visualization help t
optimize or even design new concept of the convector. 
Measured results are used for validation of the numerical 
results. Furthermore, the validated numerical results provide 
details about flow behavior inside of the container and can 
contain other information such as turbulent flow properties, 
existence of the big vortex structures that influencing the flow 
redistribution inside space of the convectors. 

 

 

 
averaged velocity field and temperature distribution 

inside of the heat convectors 

perature distribution can reveal 
information about the intensity of the heat exchange in other 
words, the effectiveness of the heat transport from the cooled 
or heated tubes to the cooled or heated air. This fact can be 

olor intensity at the air 
outflow. Large size of the colors associated to the lower 
temperature reveals cooler air temperature and so more 

he particular attention is 
heat exchanger in which the 

strong vortices are created affecting the redistribution of the 
 

In order to control such flow, the spoiler is used to control 
partially the intensity and direction of the incoming air from 

This paper presented methods and approaches used for 
investigation of the heating or cooling convectors. Obtained 
results such as total thermal power and effectiveness, noise 
level measurement, vortex structure visualization help to 
optimize or even design new concept of the convector. 

dation of the numerical 
Furthermore, the validated numerical results provide 

details about flow behavior inside of the container and can 
ation such as turbulent flow properties, 

existence of the big vortex structures that influencing the flow 
the convectors.  

Currently, obtained results have been leading to
practical changes of the convector construction; t
effectiveness could be increased approximately about 20 
percent based on type and service conditions of the convector. 
In perspective we improve the numerical model for more 
complex flow simulation taking into account the phase 
changes of the air and different temperature distribution at the 
walls of the tubes in the heat exchanger. 
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complex flow simulation taking into account the phase 

r and different temperature distribution at the 
walls of the tubes in the heat exchanger.  
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